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Unit 3 : UFO



💧 What is an alien ?

💧 How does it look like ?

💧 What would you do if you ever saw an 
alien?



New words

💧 Spaceship

💧 Planet

💧 Unusual

💧 Souvenir

💧 Museum

💧 Extraterrestrial life

💧 Species 



When/While

💧 The boy was walking down the street 
_____the UFO landed 

💧 _______the boy was walking down the 
street , the UFO landed

💧 The girl was shopping _____the alien got 
out

💧 _______the girl was shopping , the alien go 
out 



What do you see ?



💧 Paragraph 1: About the planet

💧  

💧 1.       Which planet does the UFO come from?

💧 2.       Where is the planet located?

💧 3.       What size is the planet? (small, big…)

💧 4.       What color is the planet?

💧 5.       The technology on the planet is ….. 
(advanced, non-   existent, like ours, etc)

💧 6.       What technology does the planet have? 
(There is….)

💧  



💧 Paragraph  3: Their intention

💧 How long did it take them to get to earth?

💧 Why did they come to earth? 2 or more sentences 
response!!!!

💧 Paragraph 4: What happens

💧 Where do they land (country, city, etc)?

💧 What is the first thing they do when they exit the 
UFO? 

💧 What do they do next?



Reading  
💧 The UFO comes from the sporty planet Football. 

The planet is located in the Stevie-Belt galaxy 
located 3 billion quadrillion light years away, a 
distance too far for humans to ever venture. The 
planet is the size of an American football. From 
space, the planet is brown and white, seeing as 
the landscape is as brown as the color of mud 
and the water is so white it would make the 
clouds on Earth jealous.  The technology on the 
planet is far more than advanced. There is a 
teleportation machine at every street corner 
which makes travelling much more convenient. 
There are robot house cleaners to make sure you 
don’t have to ever clean again.



Talk about the Picture


